Phase diagrams for impure lipid systems. Application to lipid/anaesthetic mixtures.
A physical model is presented to describe theoretically the temperature-dependent interactions of lipid bilayers with small molecules such as anaesthetics. Based on an earlier model, a triangular lattice in which each site is occupied by a single lipid chain is constructed and the small (anaesthetic) molecules are assumed to occupy interstitial sites in the centre of each lattice triangle. The phase characteristics of such lipid/anaesthetic mixtures are described in terms of the interaction parameters between lipid-lipid, lipid-anaesthetic and anaesthetic-anaesthetic molecules. Depending on the chemical nature of the interacting species the following three models are formulated: Model I. An interstitial model in which the only perturbation is in the head-group region of the bilayer and direct interactions between neighbouring anaesthetic molecules are taken into account. Model II. Here, only hydrophobic interactions between anaesthetics and lipids are considered. Model III. Both van der Waals' and coulombic interactions are taken into account. Phase diagrams for the three models are obtained by numerical calculation over a wide range of interaction parameters. It is shown that in all three models, lateral phase separation takes place due to the presence of anaesthetics. The heat of transition, however, is found to be virtually independent of the anaesthetic concentration.